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ABSTRACT

Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) involves the on-line networking of large numbers of participants operating through simulators, actual equipment, or computer models of friendly and opposing forces in free-play exercises on a simulated battlefield. DIS employs new simulation-related technologies that can be used to support innovative applications generally not feasible with the older technologies of conventional simulation. It has the potential of revolutionizing future work in (a) collective training, (b) the development and evaluation of tactical concepts and doctrine, (c) system test and evaluation, and (d) weapon system concept analysis. Its potential importance is sufficiently great to suggest that special attention be given to issues regarding the desirability or necessity of relevant simulator characteristics. Two such issues are addressed in this document.

Specifically, in this document, simulator fidelity and validity issues and applications-based fidelity requirements are addressed in a question-and-answer dialogue format. First, some basic terminology and definitions are presented. Attention is focused on the imprecision of the term fidelity and its limited utility in describing complex simulations (some 22 different definitions of fidelity have been used in various contexts). Some alternative ways of viewing fidelity concepts are presented.

Secondly, four key drivers of fidelity requirements are identified: (a) the mission to be simulated, (b) the objective(s) of the simulation; (c) the fidelity dimensions, and (d) the simulation components. Based on these drivers and on the premise that each decision about the configuration of a simulation must be justified (or "anchored") by a defined simulation requirement, the concept of fidelity anchoring is introduced as a way of systematically making decisions about fidelity requirements in DIS.

Thirdly, some conclusions about DIS and the associated fidelity issues are discussed. It is suggested that two parallel trends--the emergence of affordable technology and the continuing "drawdowns" in military resources--will interact to increase the importance of DIS as a problem-solving tool across a wide variety of potential application areas. It is suggested that the advantages and disadvantages of such DIS applications should be examined carefully and logically, for they are capable of providing a powerful supplement or alternative to large-scale field exercises.
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIS</td>
<td>Distributed Interactive Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTEMPO</td>
<td>Operating Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IST</td>
<td>Institute for Simulation and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMNET</td>
<td>Simulation Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T&amp;E</td>
<td>Test and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCA</td>
<td>Weapons Concept Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TER</td>
<td>Transfer Effectiveness Ratio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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INTRODUCTION

Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) involves the on-line networking of large numbers of participants—simulators, actual equipment and computer models of friendly and opposing forces—in free-play exercises on a simulated battlefield. The simulation is distributed in that players may be geographically widely separated. It is interactive in that what each participant does may have immediate consequences for other participants, as well as for himself.

The development and successful implementation of DIS exercises is supported by the emergence of a host of new simulation-related technologies; taken together, these technologies enable uses of simulation across a variety of application areas not feasible with conventional simulation approaches. Because these applications of DIS are so sharply contrasted with previous simulation approaches, there is sometimes misunderstanding or confusion about how the technology works and what it is intended to accomplish. A major area of confusion has to do with the nature of fidelity and the degree of fidelity or validity required in applications such as warfighting training and weapons concept analysis.

Some of these issues are addressed in this paper in the form of an imaginary dialogue between (a) an informed, mildly skeptical observer with interests, but no particular expertise, in DIS, and (b) an advocate of simulation as a problem-solving technique who is especially interested in DIS technology and its applications. The imaginary dialogue outlines some current and future characteristics of DIS, and covers some basic terminology and definitions, particularly those having to do with problems in the use of a concept of fidelity that is basically imprecise and therefore not a very useful term to employ with reference to simulations.

In addition to discussions of fidelity terminology, basic skills and warfighting skills are distinguished, and the importance of their differences for DIS applications is underscored. Relations between the companion concepts of fidelity and validity are reviewed as they apply to DIS simulations. Four key dimensions or drivers of fidelity requirements are identified and their interactions examined: (a) the mission to be simulated, (b) objective(s) of the simulation, (c) fidelity dimensions involved in the simulation, and (d) simulation components to be represented in the simulation. Based on these drivers, a
systematic method for making decisions about fidelity requirements in DIS, called fidelity anchoring, is introduced, and some of its advantages are discussed. Several possible classes of applications are suggested to illustrate the broad potentials of DIS, and the differing fidelity requirements of each class are analyzed. The paper concludes with the contention that DIS will increase in importance as a problem-solving tool as "drawdowns" continue in military resources. The only alternative to DIS for certain kinds of training and analysis is the use of large-scale field exercises, the conditions of which are increasingly more difficult to meet. Thus, while neither a panacea nor a threat to field exercises or operating time ("OPTEMPO"), DIS is an alternative whose advantages and disadvantages should be considered logically and rationally. At minimum, the use of DIS is clearly a means of increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of whatever OPTEMPO is available.

The imaginary dialogue is in the form of 17 questions and answers. The questions are:

1. What is different about distributed interactive simulation (DIS) versus more traditional simulation? Why does that matter?
2. What is meant by fidelity in simulation?
3. How do fidelity requirements differ across different applications of DIS?
4. I understand that fidelity is a complicated term. Is there a better way to talk about all these different aspects of fidelity?
5. But don't I still need to know how much fidelity, realism, validity (or whatever) I should have for a particular simulation?
6. Is it really possible to have too much fidelity?
7. When I ask about fidelity, people keep telling me, "It all depends." Why can't I get a straight answer?
8. What was that about fidelity anchoring?
9. OK, I understand what fidelity anchoring is intended to do. How does one go about doing that?
10. So we have four sets of dimensions. How do we use them to make fidelity decisions?
11. I'm confused about the logic of using the highest fidelity requirement. Aren't we trying to reduce unnecessary fidelity?
12. We've spent a lot of time on fidelity anchoring. Why are you so concerned about it?
13. I notice that fidelity anchoring uses relative judgments of fidelity requirements (high, medium, or low). Isn't there some better way to quantify fidelity?

14. That's enough about fidelity for now. Let's backtrack a bit. You keep making a distinction between basic skills and warfighting skills. What's the difference and why does it matter?

15. If fidelity requirements are only dependent on intended use, why do people worry so much about negative training?

16. You mentioned earlier the validity of a simulation as another way of talking about fidelity. Can you expand on that idea?

17. OK, that just about wraps it up. Any final comments?

The reference materials that were used in the development of the questions and answers are listed at the end of the paper, and they are also linked, where appropriate, to the separate questions.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. What is different about Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) versus more traditional simulation? Why does that matter?

Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) involves networking or linking together, in real time, some number of manned simulators with each other, and sometimes with actual equipment or computer models. Each of these participants—simulators, operational equipment, or models—is called an entity, and each entity uses its own (and probably different) computer system to put data on and take data off a simulation or communications network. These data describe in real time the changes that would take place in what each entity would see, hear, or otherwise sense if the simulated battlefield activities were real. The simulation is interactive, so actions taken by one entity may have direct consequences for other entities, and are immediately reflected in changes to what other entities can see, hear, or sense. Battlefield situations are changed dynamically by entity activities, and because of this free play, battle outcomes are never pre-determinable, but rather evolve as a direct result of interactions among the players in the simulation.

DIS requires that the simulations be interoperable. Thus, simulators and equipment at varying levels of sophistication and fidelity must be able to participate in the battle on equal terms, even if they are built with different computer architectures. There must be a "level playing field." Because each individual entity may use a different way of coding or representing relevant information, special attention has to be given to combining these many different formats into a single standard set of communication protocols by which data packets are passed around the network. Developing and maintaining these protocols and other requirements of interoperability add to DIS significant elements of complexity not present in the typically conventional simulations.

The simulation is distributed, so entities may be widely separated geographically—even worldwide. Under such conditions, successful operations require careful considerations of communication delays to maintain realistic real-time interactions. Current networks could involve a thousand or more entities, each of which would have to examine all individual packets of information on the network to determine the specific self-relevance
of each. Future DIS networks might have to link hundreds of thousands of entities, and thereby generate so many packets that no single participant could examine and respond in real time to all of them. Special processors such as intelligent gateways will be needed for these large future DISs. Each gateway would service a large group of entities, monitoring the network information traffic, sorting out and forwarding what each entity needs to know based on its unique requirements. Development and use of such intelligent gateways will enable almost unlimited participation in battlefield simulations by entities throughout the world.


2. What is meant by fidelity in simulation?

People tend to use the term fidelity as a kind of shorthand for describing how closely a simulation corresponds to the "real thing." We can talk about a reference situation, in which the real system is performing a specific mission under specific operational conditions. If we could define the reference situation precisely, we could think of fidelity conceptually as the degree of correspondence between our simulated situation and the reference situation. Unfortunately, there are just too many ways in which missions and conditions can vary for this sort of conceptual definition to be of much help in describing the fidelity of any particular simulation. In fact, unless we add a great many additional modifiers, the term fidelity is so general as to be almost meaningless in asking simulation questions. For example:

There is no single definition of fidelity. Attempts to make the term less vague have caused distinctions to proliferate; at least 22 different definitions have been used in the literature to refer to different kinds of fidelity (physical, equipment, psychological, perceptual, functional, procedural, task, logistic, threat, etc.). Each of these definitions could be appropriate in some application.

A simulation can be subdivided into as many as 20 different components (workstation, visual display, controls, data base, etc.). Each of these components may have a different level of fidelity associated with it, depending on the intended use of the simulation system.

Some authorities think that the term, fidelity, should apply only to the hardware (does it look like and operate like the actual equipment). Others think that it should include some or all of the other components and representations in the complete simulation system, including data bases.
(threats, terrain), communications and information flows, physical and sensory environments (motion, noise, heat/cold), and so forth.

Simulation, particularly DIS, can be used for many different purposes. Although it is particularly valuable for training what we call *warfighting skills*, as in the SIMNET applications, DIS can also be used for design, test and evaluation of new systems, or for looking at how systems might best be used (new tactics, concepts, and doctrine). A particularly valuable use is for *weapons concept analysis*, in which warfighting scenarios can be played out with a variety of potential engineering or manpower solutions to estimate the battlefield impact of implementing a proposed solution. Each of these different purposes—warfighting training, test and evaluation, tactics development, or analysis—emphasizes different aspects of the general fidelity concept, and therefore suggests a different measure (and weighting for importance) of fidelity and fidelity issues.

Notice that by defining the problems associated with fidelity as a descriptive term with limited meaning, we have created something of a problem for ourselves in future discussions. There is as yet no widely accepted lexicon of terms that conveys adequately the multiple connotations implied by common uses of the term, fidelity. We do not wish at this point to propose any additional terminology to further confound an already cloudy definitional problem. We will thus continue, albeit reluctantly, to use *fidelity* in its broadest and most casual sense, as a shorthand reference for the overall agreement between a simulation and some general conception of operational reality.


3. How do fidelity requirements differ across different applications of DIS?

We noted four broad classes of DIS use—(a) system test and evaluation, (b) training in warfighting skills, (c) the development of new tactics or concepts and doctrine, and (d) weapons concept analysis. Although all of these are important applications of DIS, the fidelity questions in each are distinct. Because the intended uses of simulation are different, and because different components are emphasized, the requirements for fidelity have to be considered separately for each of the classes of intended use.
**Test and evaluation** (T&E) is directed toward finding out if the equipment can perform "as advertised"—that is, if the hardware meets its design objectives. The focus of attention is on the system hardware and all its subsystem-hardware components as they interact in a realistic environment. Because the system is highly evolved by that stage, the equipment, mission, and environment will normally be represented in considerable detail. It is important that the outputs be precise enough to match the detail of the design objectives, and sufficiently diagnostic to permit identification of specific system deficiencies, where they occur. The models and simulations employed for T&E purposes will normally have for all the represented components the highest levels of fidelity that technology and resources permit.

In the training of warfighting skills, the focus of attention is on the human components more than on the hardware. The objective is to provide operators with practice in using their platforms, weapons, and related equipment as weapons systems operating in a coordinated battle situation in response to a common threat. For each of its components, the simulation requires only that level of fidelity which allows realistic practice to occur and enables the desired set of training objectives to be met. It is important, for example, that the simulation allows operators to obtain correct cues, to follow their standard procedures, and to receive appropriate feedback. On the other hand, it is not important that the simulation present a perfect functional replica of the actual equipment. Only those components that are needed for the intended training use should be represented in full detail and with "full fidelity." Because warfighting training involves the learning and practice of complex procedural and cognitive skills, the simulation focus needs to be on precision in replicating operator-controlled processes, more than on the accuracy of hardware representation.

In tactics or concepts and doctrine development, the simulation is employed with men-in-the-loop, but with equal emphasis on the hardware (weapon systems) and the humans who operate and maintain the systems. This usage has to do with the establishment of the principles of warfare, as well as the procedures, as they are to be practiced by our forces. In short, it is to try out new concepts and doctrine, to identify the optimum alternatives, to test their generality in different simulated battlefield situations, and finally to establish the new concepts and doctrine in the Services' documentation for operations and training. Since the purpose of this type of simulation is to examine the possibility of unanticipated events, an approximate, but not necessarily precise, level of fidelity is acceptable.
Weapons concept analysis (WCA) involves the evaluation of ideas for new weapon capabilities—ideas for what are sometimes called notional systems. Given the availability of a DIS that represents some battlefield, such an analysis can be made even if only a preliminary outline is available regarding how the notional system might function. The objective of the WCA is to determine if and how the new capability might affect battlefield outcomes, over and above the outcomes attainable with existing capabilities (i.e., the marginal contribution of the notional system). Based on those outcomes, the decision can be made on whether further development of the concept is warranted, and if so, to define the ranges of key parameters to be associated with the notional system. WCA is a relatively coarse screen; it is intended to permit early elimination of those concepts that lack merit as potential solutions to identified problems, and on the other hand, to highlight the concepts that have the greatest potential payoff. Thus, the simulations that support WCA need not be extremely precise, since the objective is to sort concepts into broad decision categories (e.g., to discard, to withhold judgment until more data are available, or to accelerate development). Likewise, the fidelity required for such decisions is somewhat lower than that needed for most of the other modeling and simulation applications.

Papers suggested for further reading on topics related to Question 3 include Hays and Singer (1989, Chs. 1, 12), Hodges and Dewar (1992), and Meister (1990).

4. I understand that fidelity is a complicated term. Is there a better way to talk about all these different aspects of fidelity?

In the previous response to Question 2, we indicated that there is no single definition of fidelity, but rather that at least 22 different definitions have been used in the literature to refer to different kinds of fidelity (physical, equipment, psychological, perceptual, functional, procedural, task, logistic, threat, etc.). Although not everyone agrees with all the details, there are now some appealing trends toward clustering these definitions into three different terms (fidelity, realism, and validity) to represent or take the place of both the older idea of fidelity being a unitary property or the later identification of more than a score of different possible fidelity properties of simulations.

In the new usage, fidelity is strictly an engineering term that refers only to the physical correspondence of the simulator's hardware to that of the actual equipment being simulated. Do they look the same? Do the controls and switches work the same way?

The second concept is that of realism. Realism refers to the perceptions and subjective judgments of the people using the simulations—do they perform and appear
sufficiently close to the real systems and equipments (to reality, in brief) to permit and support effective training or evaluation? To the extent that the answer to this question is yes, the simulation can be said to exhibit an associated degree of realism.

**Validity** is the third of the three concepts. **Validity** refers to the suitability of the simulation for a specific application. Does the simulation permit the operator to attain a desired training objective or level of task proficiency? Can a new system or tactic be evaluated at a level of precision that would permit or support decisions regarding the system's probable effectiveness? (Validity also has some different specific meanings for the military modeling and simulation community; more will be presented on these differences later in this paper.)

Using these three terms allows for a much clearer examination of the issues involved in asking simulation questions. For example, fidelity (engineering) as such is not very important for simulation except as it impacts validity, although it is (or can be) a major cost driver. **Realism** is important largely because of its role in affecting user acceptance; indeed, sometimes simulations that vary considerably in engineering fidelity differ only unimportantly in perceived realism. **Validity** is important because it reminds us that any judgment of the suitability of a simulation can be made only in reference to its intended use in a specific and well-defined application.

The word fidelity may sometimes be acceptable as a convenient shorthand for conveying a general idea of likeness between the simulation and the "real world." Use of the word in that way, however, sheds little or no light on the underlying issues (i.e., issues of fidelity, realism, or validity—engineering, perception, or suitability). Rather, it tends to get in the way of communicating about specific simulations, and confuses the more precise usages that are necessary to address the simulation issues of greater importance. In the long term, new and more definitive terminology must be developed to support discussion of these issues.

Papers suggested for further reading on topics related to Question 4 include Hodges and Dewar (1992), Jones, Hennessy, and Deutsch (1985), and Williams and Sikora (1991).

5. But don't I still need to know how much fidelity, realism, validity (or whatever) I should have for a particular simulation?

The obvious answer would seem to be, "All you can afford." That is probably correct for some applications like test and evaluation, but it is often not true for training.
Sometimes all the fidelity you can afford isn't good enough, so you have to use real equipment in real-world field exercises even though such operating time (OPTEMPO) is more expensive. For example, the finer points of vehicular control cannot be fully trained with either DIS or conventional simulation; practice in controlling actual vehicles is required to attain the higher levels of motor-control skills.

At other times, all the fidelity you can afford may be too much for optimum training—for example, at early stages in the learning process when the trainee is likely to be confused by the full complexity of the weapon system he is trying to learn to operate or maintain. The trainee is then more likely to learn better and faster if presented with simplified representations that are sufficient to get across the idea to be learned, but from which distractions and complexities have been reduced. Finally, because it assumes that individual trainees are fully qualified individually on their weapon systems, DIS is often inappropriate for use in training basic job skills regardless of the level of fidelity.

Papers suggested for further reading on topics related to Question 5 include Hays and Singer (1989, Ch. 3), and Waag (1981).

6. Is it really possible to have too much fidelity?

Yes! Absolutely! As hinted above, too much detail and too much realism can get in the way of learning basic skills and procedures, particularly in the earliest first stages of training on a given task. Real world tasks tend to be complex, and in order to help the trainee understand how the task procedures basically work, it is often advantageous to strip away some of the complexity, simplify the task, and even to stop and replay task situations (or use similar techniques) to convey to the trainee what he is supposed to do and how he is supposed to do it. However, although a relatively high level of fidelity might be a handicap during certain early stages of learning, it might also be a near-absolute requirement during later stages.

Thus, in designing a training system, all of the resources that could be used in the desired training should be taken into account, with each of the resources considered for use as part of a complete or full training system. Then, the final design should be based on selections of resources that tend to optimize (if not maximize) training cost-effectiveness if used in the ways defined.

Papers suggested for further reading on topics related to Question 6 include Semple, et al. (1981), and Waag (1981).
7. When I ask about fidelity, people keep telling me, "It all depends."
Why can't I get a straight answer?

Because it does depend—on what you intend to use the simulation for. When you're training things like operating procedures, communication, decision making, and tactics, high fidelity in vehicular-handling characteristics doesn't add anything except to the cost. If you're primarily interested in training manual-control skills, the answer is obviously different.

The best way to get a good answer to the fidelity question is to take a closer look at just exactly what the simulation is intended to accomplish. A good approach is to build the simulation from the ground up by matching the characteristics of each component and subcomponent to a defined purpose or intended use of the simulation. Each fidelity decision must be systematically based on a specific requirement. We call this approach fidelity anchoring. It is less costly and more effective than the older approach, which sought to compute a training-effectiveness value attributable to each fidelity (realism or validity) component, first by constructing the highest level of fidelity (realism or validity) achievable for the entire simulation, and then by omitting or degrading selectively the fidelity components while measuring the training effectiveness obtained.

8. What was that about fidelity anchoring?

Fidelity anchoring is an approach to deciding how a simulator or simulation should be designed in order to meet its objectives with minimum cost and complexity. It presumes (not unreasonably) that we can specify what the simulation is intended to accomplish and the probable range of applications for which it will be used. Given that information, the premise is that each decision about the appearance and operation of the simulation must be justified (or anchored) by a systematic examination of requirements. The three anchoring criteria that can justify increases or decreases in fidelity or realism of a component are effectiveness, user acceptance, and affordability. Effectiveness, much like validity, has to do with how well the simulation does what it purports to do—that is, how well it achieves its intended purpose.

The three criteria are related to one another, but not in any simple way. For example, raising the fidelity of a component is almost always associated with higher cost, and, therefore, lower affordability, but might not change effectiveness or user acceptance at all. In general, increases in fidelity will be associated with increases in user acceptance.
only where the available fidelity is marginal for the specific application in question. Effectiveness may be associated with user acceptance, but only over a very narrow range.

The objective of fidelity anchoring is to ensure that every component of a simulation—every aspect of how it looks, feels, and operates—should have the exact degree of fidelity required by its intended application, but no more and no less. To design properly the simulators and other training devices to be included in a total training system, one should take into account not only the aspects of the training system, but also those of the operational plan for weapon system usage. For example, if the operational use of an aircraft system specifies that pilots are to fly so many missions per month, with so many takeoffs and landings, it may be that such operational use will provide sufficient practice in executing takeoffs and landings to preclude the need for additional practice of that function in simulators or other training devices within the total training system.

9. OK, I understand now what fidelity anchoring is intended to do. How does one go about doing that?

The process of fidelity anchoring is outlined briefly over the next few pages. While the process appears to be complicated, it is, in reality, only a sequence of relatively straightforward decisions. It is by no means necessary to follow the full development of fidelity anchoring to appreciate its logic. The essential idea is that decisions on both configuring a simulation system and investing the resources for it should be based on a systematic rational examination of how that specific simulation is to be used. In that context, generalities about the pros and cons of high and low fidelity are not very helpful. Instead, fidelity anchoring calls for a detailed examination of the simulation requirements on four key dimensions or fidelity drivers. Simulation requirements are then systematically analyzed and cross-compared to derive fidelity requirements. The four key fidelity drivers are identified and discussed below and on the following pages:

a. Mission(s) or Mission Segments To Be Simulated. For realistic practice or evaluation to occur, the system must be used to perform some mission. We may wish to simulate all mission phases or (frequently) only selected segments of a mission; for example, it may be unnecessary to simulate in full detail routine actions during extended periods of transit time to a battle area.

For example, Figure 1 shows a night interdiction mission profile for the A-6E aircraft, with 16 mission segments. For a given simulation system, we may
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Preflight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Launch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Climb to rendezvous with tanker (check all systems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Refuel with tanker (all emitters standby)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>High-level cruise (check all systems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Descent to avoid detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Low-level cruise (feet wet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Low-level (feet dry—all systems on line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Laser-Guided Bomb (LGB) Delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Return to Carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Holdi ng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Approach to Carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ship Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Postflight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Maverick Delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Postflight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.—A Representative Mission Profile**
need the capability to simulate (a) all of these in detail, (b) only those that involve potential interaction with specific classes of threats, or (c) any other set of interest.

The segments that we elect to include in the simulation will dictate the specific tasks to be performed by the operator, the system components involved in performing these tasks, and thus the simulation components on which fidelity anchoring should be focused.

b. Objectives of the Simulation. A simulation is intended (a) to provide practice on specific skills, (b) to reinforce acquisition and use of job-relevant knowledge, or (c) to evaluate a system or a new weapons concept. These potential objectives can be described in terms of broad classes of basic operator activities that the simulation does or does not need to support (i.e., provide a capability to perform).

Figure 2 lists representative activities or objectives, some or all of which (including others from different lists) might be required to perform tasks during selected mission segments. There are two distinct kinds of activities: (a) platform-related activities are those that involve the operation, control, and maneuvering of a vehicle or single weapon system, and (b) mission-related activities are those required to employ that weapon system in a battlefield context as part of a coordinated effort with other platforms in response to a common threat—in short, activities involved in practice or demonstration of warfighting skills.

The fidelity required to meet specific objectives would be based on the extent to which each of the identified activities that occur within a mission segment must be supported by the simulation, and in what detail. Note that activities must be cross-referenced to segments. Not all activities will occur in all segments, and the fidelity required by a given activity may differ across segments.

We have thus far considered two of the four fidelity drivers—two factors of fidelity anchoring: (a) the mission(s) or mission segments to be performed, and (b) the objectives to be achieved, defined in terms of the operator activities to be exercised. The remaining two of the four are identified and discussed as follows:

c. Fidelity Dimensions. The dimensions on which fidelity can be examined and evaluated can be grouped into three general classes: there are dimensions that show and describe the attributes of (a) the simulator, including its workstation and its task environment, (b) the operator or team tasking, and (c) the processes or events external to the simulator itself.
Figure 2. Simulation Objectives (Activities To Be Trained, Practiced, or Evaluated)

Platform-Related Activities

- Using Procedures and Principles
- Using Discrete Motor Skills
- Using Continuous Motor Skills (Psychomotor)
- Making Perceptual or Sensory Discriminations
- Communication (internal)

Mission-Related Activities

- Familiarization
  - Terrain
  - Threat Characteristics or Behavior
- Applying Tactics or Rules of Engagement
- Planning
  - Mission Profiles
  - Logistics (Fuel, Ordnance, etc.)
- Coordination with Other Platforms
- Communication (Internal and External)

Figure 3 lists some of the characteristics that make up these three classes of fidelity dimensions. Although all three classes must be considered in fidelity anchoring, the distinctions among the classes are particularly critical for DIS.

The first class of attributes describes the (simulated) system itself and how it functions as a freestanding entity independent of any simulation network; the concerns for fidelity here are those that address the operator’s equipment and its immediate environment—the look and feel that are the results of the physical, sensory, and perceptual variables employed. These are basic aspects that need to be considered for all simulations, conventional or DIS.

Tasking attributes are drivers that determine the specific tasks to be performed by the operator and the task loading under which he will work. Note that these drivers are external to the system—what the operator does in the simulation is determined by how the simulated system is used. These drivers are present in both DIS and conventional simulation. In conventional simulation they are likely to be built into the simulator, whereas in DIS they are more likely to be heavily influenced by the activities of other entities.
The attributes of external processes generally arise from the dynamics of system participation in the interactive events of the battlefield. Although some of these attributes are present in conventional simulation, they are much more complex and much richer in DIS. Each of these attributes and characteristics defines a dimension of fidelity, and each requires decisions about the level of fidelity at which that attribute will be represented for a component of the simulation within the context defined by the missions and objectives of the desired training.

d. Simulation Components. As suggested by the prior discussion, a simulation can be thought of as one or more simulators interacting as required by the evolving scenario. In the larger context of DIS, the process may involve not only simulators, but also actual equipment and computer models (automated forces and evaluation rules).
Execution of a simulation requires the presence of numerous simulation components. Figure 4 shows one way of breaking down a DIS simulation process into a set of components. Note that these are logical, but not necessarily physical components; that is to say, there may not be a specific box or piece of equipment that corresponds to each identified component.

Note also that the components are subdivided into local and global sets. Local components are part of the simulator and its immediate environment; they have roughly the characteristics defined as attributes of the simulator in Figure 3. Global components are defined by the external processes and environments with which the local components interact. The importance of breaking down a simulation into its building blocks is that it is about these individual components that fidelity decisions must be made. Thus, fidelity anchoring is applied to decide which components require what kind and level of fidelity.

10. So we have four sets of dimensions. How do we use them to make fidelity decisions?

The four key fidelity drivers just discussed constitute four dimensions on which any given simulation can be analyzed. In the analytic process of fidelity anchoring, these four dimensions are combined with three criteria to lead us to appropriate simulator-fidelity decisions. Two criteria, training effectiveness and user acceptance, are employed in the earlier stages, whereas the third criterion, affordability constraints, becomes relevant only after we have identified alternative possible simulator configurations. Thus, we complete the process of fidelity anchoring by cross-comparing the alternatives on certain combinations of these dimensions and criteria. Our ultimate objective is to determine, for each component (as in Figure 4), on each fidelity dimension (as in Figure 3), the degree of fidelity required to support the intended uses of the simulation.

The process of fidelity anchoring involves four stages as follows:

a. In the first stage, we determine which fidelity dimensions are relevant to each simulation component. Consider a two-way matrix formed by the intersections of the 24 simulation components (see Figure 4) with the 14 fidelity dimensions (see Figure 3). The result is a matrix of 336 cells that could be examined. For each cell, we must make a relevance judgment. While this seems initially to be a large number of relevance decisions, in most cases only a very limited set of cells will actually be examined, because not all fidelity dimensions are associated with all components. For example, in evaluating the workstation component, we are not concerned with any attributes of the simulation process or with most of the
Figure 4. Components of a Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS)

LOCAL — Simulator
- Workstation
  - Controls/Displays
  - Models or Equations of Vehicles and Weapons
- Physical Environment (Atmosphere, Cold, Heat, Light, Vibration, etc.)
- Sensory Environment (Auditory, Visual, Motor, etc.)

- Database (Local)
  - Gaming Area
  - Terrain
  - Object Representation (State, Location, Attributes)

- Operator(s)
  - Aptitude
  - Training
  - Experience

- Mission Characteristics
  - Procedures
  - Tactics/Rules of Engagement
  - Profiles/Scenarios

GLOBAL — Other Entities
- Actual Equipment
  - Threats
  - Own Forces
- Simulated
  - Threats
  - Own Forces
- Semi-Automated/Automated
  - Threats
  - Own Forces

- Database (Global)
  - Object Representation (State, Location, Attributes)

- Network
  - Protocols
  - Object and Entity Data
    - State Changes
    - Location Changes
tasking attributes, and thus need to make relevance judgments over no more than a dozen or so cells. Similarly, relevance judgments will be required over only a small fraction of the total 336 intersection cells. Only the relevant cells will be considered in later sequences of fidelity anchoring.

b. In the second stage, for each relevant combination identified in stage 1, we determine the highest fidelity required to attain the desired simulation objectives (see Figure 2) in any mission segment to be simulated (see Figure 1) on either of two criteria (effectiveness and user acceptance). In other words, for a given fidelity dimension-component combination, we look through all the possible things that we might want to train or evaluate, and we look across all segments of all missions to be trained, and decide on (make a judgment regarding) the highest level of fidelity that might be needed in the intended use of the simulation. Further, we make this judgment on either of two bases—a given level of fidelity may be required either to make the simulation sufficiently effective or to achieve a desired level of user acceptance independent of effectiveness—and we take the higher of the two. The fidelity required could be assessed on a variety of scales, but the simplest scale would likely be the three-point rating, High, Medium, or Low. After all this work, we end up with a single data point for each relevant combination, the highest fidelity that we found in any simulation objective evaluated across segments and across criteria. We repeat the operations of Stage 2 for every relevant combination from Stage 1, and for each of the missions that might be of interest, and then move on to Stage 3 with a collection of High, Medium, or Low judgments for these combinations.

c. In the third stage, we return to our Stage-1 two-way matrix (composed of fidelity dimensions crossed with simulation components) and enter into each relevant cell the highest fidelity judgment we determined in Stage 2, and use those entries in deciding how to go about designing each component to have exactly the appropriate level of fidelity on each fidelity dimension. For example, given our look at objectives, missions, and criteria, we might have determined that the simulation’s workstation component requires a high level of fidelity on discrete operation of equipment, but only medium fidelity on appearance of equipment, and a low level of fidelity on threat characteristics. We may find that there are no requirements for manipulation of the simulator’s physical environment, and that the sensory environment requires medium fidelity visual, but with no requirement for motion or sound. Thus, by going through the first three stages, we have anchored our fidelity judgments in a orderly, systematic examination of what the simulation is intended to do.
d. In the fourth and final stage, we introduce our third criterion for fidelity of a simulation--affordability. After we have decided through careful analysis what our simulation characteristics should be, we may find that we cannot afford some of the desired levels of fidelity. Indeed, some of the intended uses of our simulation may require us to network numerous simulators, and it may be necessary to compromise some of our fidelity requirements in order to afford the additional simulator-units—that is, to reserve the resources to acquire simulator units in the required quantities. Again fidelity anchoring is useful. By the end of Stage 3, we know rather precisely those components, missions, and objectives that are the major fidelity (and thus cost) drivers, and can work backward from our Stage 3 matrix to identify where requirements may be eased with least loss of usefulness for the simulation and in achieving its objectives.

11. I'm confused about the logic of using the highest fidelity requirement. Aren't we trying to reduce unnecessary fidelity?

It's true that the reason for going through a process like fidelity anchoring is to make sure that a component has the kinds and degrees of fidelity appropriate to that for which we want to use the simulation. However, if we examine what goes on in Stage 2, we will see that the logic of identifying the highest fidelity requirement is carried out on combinations of objectives and mission segments. Once we have determined a simulation configuration, that is the configuration that must be used for all the included objectives and mission segments to be addressed; that is, the fidelity of a component cannot be changed as the simulated mission moves from one segment to another. Even if only one objective or mission segment in our intended use requires a given high level of fidelity, that is the level that would have to be provided—even if every other objective and segment called for only low levels of fidelity. Fortunately, the process of fidelity anchoring will identify such imbalances where they occur, and we can then reevaluate the situation to decide whether we really need to include the objective or mission segment that requires the high-level fidelity.

12. We've spent a lot of time on fidelity anchoring. Why are you so concerned about it?

In general, the higher the fidelity needed for a simulation, the more it costs to design, build, and maintain. In other words, the higher the fidelity of a simulation, the higher its life cycle costs. Increases in life cycle costs are not proportional to increases in fidelity. Small increments in fidelity can multiply costs dramatically. In addition, the increased system complexity associated with achieving higher fidelity is associated with
decreases in the reliability and the availability of simulation equipment. Given these
conditions, we obviously do not want to pay for any more fidelity than we need. Fidelity
anchoring is one way of forcing a systematic justification of fidelity requirements and
ensuring that fidelity decisions are based on identified uses of the simulation.

Not having to pay for more fidelity than you need, clearly important for
conventional simulations, is even more critical for DIS applications. DIS is most valuable
for large-scale, multiple-entity simulations suitable for the training of warfighting skills
through coordinated unit (collective) training, or for evaluating how proposed (or actual)
weapon systems or tactics perform in the context of a realistically simulated battlefield.
Realistic two-sided free-play exercises using DIS could involve dozens, and perhaps
hundreds or thousands of workstations. Other than actual field exercises, DIS is the only
way to accomplish some of these very large-scale training or evaluation objectives. To
make such DIS exercises possible, simulations and their components must be affordable--
and in sufficient quantities to permit achievement of the objectives of their use. Systematic
attention to fidelity is key to resolving affordability issues.

13. I notice that fidelity anchoring uses relative judgments of fidelity
requirements (high, medium, or low). Isn't there some better way to
quantify fidelity?

At present, fidelity is a metric-free construct with no agreed-upon measurement
scale on which the fidelity of a specific simulation can be located and assigned a numerical
value. Fidelity is not a unitary concept; it has many dimensions and subdivisions—far too
many to be represented by any currently recognized single index. The problem is
addressed in fidelity anchoring by examining the fidelity requirements, not of the
simulation as a whole, but of specific simulation contexts; for example, a specific context
defined by one mission segment and one objective. In such contexts, only one dimension
at a time is of concern (e.g., how much fidelity is necessary for a specific use) and for that
purpose it is possible to make meaningful relative judgments (e.g., medium represents less
fidelity than high, but more than low). We might even be able to convert those judgments
into numerical indices, but they would have meaning only in that defined, limited context,
not for the simulation as a whole.

There are two problems with having to make relative judgments (high-medium-low)
about fidelity requirements. First, they are subjective, and different people might come up
with different values. There is not much we can do about that. It is really not much
different from the educated guesses that we must frequently make in simulator design today. However, the extra advantage of fidelity anchoring is that it forces us to take some major drivers into explicit account. It also breaks down the simulation into simple, specific contexts that make the judgments more accurate. Secondly, relative judgments do not really tell us exactly how the specific components and subcomponents should look and operate. They only tell us that a component needs a lot of fidelity (or a little or something in between). If necessary, we could expand our relative judgment scale with verbal anchors that say more precisely what we mean by the terms (e.g., low means a non-functional mockup can be used, while high means that the use of actual equipment is required). We could even have several different scales, one dealing with appearance, one with operation, etc. The purpose of fidelity anchoring is to focus our attention on the things that matter; it will not make automatic decisions for us. The technology for that, simply, is not yet available.

We are currently working on some new ways of better quantifying fidelity requirements for some very specific objectives and components. For example, in simulating vehicular control, we want to provide just enough fidelity (through equations of motion, information content, and update rates) for the operator to be able to employ the same procedures, cues, and motor responses used in the actual system. When we reduce fidelity below some low point at which the operator must deviate significantly from established control strategies, we have essentially made the control of the simulated system a different task from control of the actual system, and run the risk that some of our objectives might not be met as well or even at all. If we could define that critical low point quantitatively, we would have a way of evaluating a given simulation with respect to its fidelity for vehicular control. Although the way we quantify a simulation for vehicular control does not necessarily generalize to other objectives, it does illustrate an important point about fidelity determination; namely, that we want to be able to identify precisely that level of fidelity which minimizes the need for task redefinition throughout the simulation—that is, the level that allows operators to perform the tasks required by the simulation in much the same way, using the same information, and with the same speed as the equivalent tasks performed in the actual system.

For further reading on topics related to Question 13, see Meister (1990).
14. That's enough about fidelity for now. Let's backtrack a bit. You keep making a distinction between basic skills and warfighting skills. What's the difference and why does it matter?

Basic skills are all the things the operator has to learn to do his or her job—that is, to become qualified to operate the system or platform. Basic does not necessarily mean simple. Some of these “basic” skills are in fact very complex; they include things like flying an aircraft or operating a radar tracking system. But they are primarily platform proficiencies—that is, concerned with a single platform or system, or perhaps a few systems operating together, and are largely mastered by the end of regular training. On the other hand, warfighting skills have to do with the use of the system in a collective military operation—for example, as part of a force-level or even a theater-level response, in coordination with other air, ground, and sea forces. There are required skills (tasks, tactics, and procedures) that go beyond the operation of an individual system or unit in this larger battlefield environment. The players in this simulated battlefield environment are not only the weapon system operators, but also the commanders, staffs, logisticians, support units, intelligence personnel, and decision makers at all levels—in short, all the combat, combat support, and combat-service support elements assigned to the battle force and its support. By definition, such warfighting skills are acquired and practiced in large-scale exercises and simulated or actual war. The large-scale exercises require actual maneuvers with a great many people and systems; the simulated battlefields require the kinds of distributed interactive simulations addressed here.

The training applications of Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS), as we have used the term, are intended nearly exclusively for the training and practice of warfighting skills. DIS is not designed for, and may not always be appropriate for, basic skills training. For example, it assumes that a pilot knows how to fly—how to control and operate his aircraft—and is not intended to develop or improve the pilot's basic airwork or flying skills. Accordingly, fidelity concerns for an aircraft simulated in a DIS configuration could be quite different from those of a simulator intended to provide airwork training. Similarly, as we know from the SIMNET program, skills such as planning, coordination, and communication in armor operations can be trained effectively in a simulator that does not look or operate exactly like a real tank. It is important to remember that the intended use of the simulation is the only acceptable basis for decisions about fidelity, validity, realism, and all the other terms that apply to a simulation's correspondence with reality. The intended uses of DIS are almost always different from those of simulators used in
basic skills training, and these distinctions must be kept clearly in mind when evaluating a simulation for either use—DIS or basic skills training.

Papers suggested for further reading on topics related to Question 1 include Alluisi (1991), Thorpe (1987), and Madden (1988).

15. If fidelity requirements are only dependent on intended use, why do people worry so much about negative training?

When people talk about negative training, they are probably referring to what skill acquisition theory calls negative transfer. Negative transfer from simulation would mean that something about a task learned in a simulator would actually interfere with the ability to perform that task in the real world; that is, the task would be performed after the simulator practice less well than without such practice. Negative transfer in today's simulation world is almost nonexistent. Simulators typically provide what we call positive or partial transfer; some portion of the simulated practice goes to improve performance on the real task. This is sometimes measured in transfer effectiveness ratios (TERs). A TER of 0.8 would mean that 5 hours in a simulator gives the same improvement on the job as 4 hours on the actual system; cases where the TER is greater than unity are also known.

TERs are sometimes evaluated on the basis of how much it costs for one hour in the simulator versus one hour in the real-world operating system. A simulator with a TER of 0.5 is a real bargain if the system costs 3 or 4 times as much per hour to operate as the simulator. In modern simulation, we would be concerned if a TER was much lower than 0.3 or 0.4. Transfer is almost never zero, and negative values are extraordinarily rare. To get negative, as contrasted with partial, transfer, the simulator would have to teach something that dramatically interfered with performance on the real-world actual system—for example, controls operating in reverse, incompatible procedural steps, etc. Reduced or lower fidelity refers only to the completeness with which a system is represented. If the time needed for training in a given simulator or training device is greater than in the actual equipment, that training equipment is by definition of reduced or lower fidelity. This does not imply an incorrect representation, a condition that should never occur in a properly designed simulation. Reduced fidelity simulations do not cause negative transfer.

Papers suggested for further reading on topics related to Question 15 include Cormier and Hagan (1987), Hays and Singer (1979), Rankin et al. (1984), and Waag (1981).
16. You mentioned earlier the validity of a simulation as another way of talking about fidelity. Can you expand on that idea?

Previously, we distinguished among the terms fidelity, validity, and realism. Although, for convenience, we deliberately ignored some of these distinctions in some answers, the differences are important for understanding current thinking about fidelity issues. We have made the point that fidelity as a term has no useful meaning until we ask, "Fidelity for what purpose?" Once we have defined the intended use, we are ready to talk about the validity of a simulation. In our earlier discussion, we suggested that the term fidelity might usefully be reserved for descriptions of the degree of physical correspondence between a simulation and the reality it represents, while using the term validity to refer to the extent to which the simulation achieves its purposes. We noted that there were at least three kinds of applications for simulations--training, acquisition, and analysis. Each of these would have different goals, and the validity of any one simulation used in the different applications would vary accordingly. A simulator with high or low validity for one use would not necessarily have the same degree of validity for another use. Focusing on the term validity is one way of emphasizing a point that we made previously; namely, that fidelity is not an objective or a driver for a simulation, but rather it is only a way of configuring the simulation in order to achieve a desired validity.

Validity as a term shares a common difficulty with fidelity—neither is easily or readily quantifiable. In its current usage, validation is seen not as an event or result with an associated number, but rather as an ongoing process or set of operations that evaluates the correspondence between simulation and real world from the perspective of intended use. That is to say, a simulation is never validated, but rather it undergoes validation. Thus, the validation process involves the gathering of evidence about credibility. This evidence can be in many forms, from simply verifying that the logic and assumptions used in the simulation design are "reasonable," to evaluations of simulation outcomes by subject matter experts, to formal comparisons of outcomes with laboratory findings or operational data. The more we can obtain such evidence about a simulation, the more credible our results and the higher its judged validity. Because simulations have assumed such an important role in all aspects of skill training, analysis, and system design, test and evaluation, there has been considerable interest in recent years in standardizing the definitions of terms used to describe validation operations, and in distinguishing them from terms that describe other kinds of simulation evaluations. Two such terms are verification and accreditation. Verification of a simulation is simply the process of determining that the simulation is
properly implemented; that is, that it meets design specifications and that its equations and algorithms are correctly translated computer codes. Accreditation is a formal decision, given the weight of evidence, that the simulation is sufficiently valid to be acceptable for a specific intended use. Procedures for formal accreditation vary by Service and are usually implemented by a formally published instruction.

Papers suggested for further reading on topics related to Question 16 include Hodges and Dewar (1992), Jones et al. (1985), and Williams and Sikora (1991).

17. OK, that just about wraps it up. Any last comments?

Just a few. Over the past 30 years, simulation has become both an increasingly viable and a progressively more necessary alternative to using actual equipment and field exercises for training personnel in warfighting skills and for carrying out certain phases of weapon system design and evaluation. These trends are highly likely to continue and probably accelerate, given the steady improvements in all aspects of simulation technology. A well-designed simulation can certainly offer dramatic leverage on cost-effectiveness compared to most other ways of achieving the same objectives. As projected drawdowns in equipment and personnel occur, simulation will eventually represent a most attractive (if not the only feasible) mechanism for certain kinds of training and system evaluations, and the technology of distributed interactive simulation will represent a most attractive (if not the only practical) avenue by which such simulations can be carried out.

When operations that have been anchored in the real world are replaced by those removed a step further from reality, there is always a concern that something crucial has been lost. It is important to understand that what is lost in moving to simulation can be minimized by careful attention in simulation design to replicating in greatest detail those features that are most significant for the intended application. For this sort of tailored design to take place, we must be able to see fidelity and validity, not as indivisible, all-or-none concepts, but rather as context-specific terms with many levels of gradation. Generalities are not useful. We must be thoughtful and precise in our evaluation of a simulation, always forming our questions in the context of intended use. Over time, it is inevitable that simulations will encroach on a host of new application territories. The decisions to be made will probably relate less to whether or not simulation should be used, but rather more with how simulation can be most successfully implemented.
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